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Discusion
Do
you
take
your
starting-point,That there are many
Question:
things' as a postulatewhich is to be carried along all through, or
has to be proved afterward?
Mr. Russell:No, neither the one nor the other. I do not take
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of obviousnessthat belongs to things of which you never know
what they mean, but I should never get back to that statement.
I should say, here is a thing. We seemsomehowconvincedthat
there is truth buried in this thing somewhere.We will look at it
inside and out until we have extractedsomethingand can say,
now that is true. It will not really be the sameas the thing we
startedfrom becauseit will be so much more analyticand precise.
Question:Does it not look as though you could name a fact by a
date?
Mr. Russell:You can apparently name facts, but I do not think
you can really: you alwaysfind that if you set out the wholething
fully, it was not so. Supposeyou say 'The deathof Socrates'.You
might say, thdt is a name for the fact that Socratesdied. But it
obviously is not. You can seethat the moment you take accountof
truth and falsehood.Supposinghe had not died, the phrasewould
still be just as significantalthoughthere could not be then anything you could name.But supposinghe had neverlived,the sound
'Socrates'would not be a nameat all. You canseeit in anotherway.
You can say 'The deathof Socratesis a fiction'. Supposeyou had
and it
read in the paper that the Kaiser had been assassinated,
turned out to be not true. You could then say, 'The death of the
Kaiser is a fiction'. It is clear that there is no such thing in the
world as a fiction, and yet that statementis a perfectly sound statement. From this it follows that 'The deathof the Kaiser' is not a
name.
II.

Question:I mean.,inmaking a start, whether you start rvith the
empirical ol the a iiriori philosophy, do you
yo.r, statement
just at-the beginning and come back to prove
-"t"
it, oi do yo., ,r.u",
come back to the proof of it?
Mr. Russell:No, you never comeback. It is like the acornto the
oak. You never get back to the acorn in the oak. I should like
a statementwhich would be rough and vague and have that sort
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I proposeto begin to-day the analysisof factsand propositions.
for in a way the chiefthesisthat I haveto maintainis the legitimacy
of analysis,becauseif one goesinto what I call Logical Atomism
that meansthat one doesbelievethe world can be analysedinto a
number of separatethings with relationsand so forth, and that the
sort of argumentsthat many philosophersuse againstanalysisare
not justifiable.
In a philosophyof logicalatomismone might supposethat the
first thing to do would be to discoverthe kinds of atoms out of
which logical structures are composed.But I do not think that is
quire the first thing; it is one of the early things, but not quite the
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first. There are two other questionsthat one has to consider,and
one of theseat leastis prior. You have to consider:
r. Are the things that look like logically complex entities really
complex?
z. Are they really entities?
The secondquestionwe can put off; in fact, I shall not dealwith
it fully until my last lecture. The first question,whether they are
really complex, is one that you have to consider at the start.
Neither of thesequestionsis, as it stands,a very precisequestion.
I do not pretend to start with precise questions. I do not think
you can start with anything precise. You have to achieve such
precision:rsyou can, asyou go along.Each of thesetwo questions,
however,is capableof a precisemeaning,and eachis really important.
There is another question which comes still earlier, namely:
what shall we take aJ prima facie examplesof logically complix
entities?That really is the first question of all to start with. What
sort of things shall we regard as prima facie complex?
Of course, all the ordinary objects of daily life are apparently
complexentities: suchthings astablesand chairs,loavesand fishes,
persons and principalities and powers-they are all on the face
of it complex entities. All the kinds of things to which we habitually give proper namesare on the face of them complex entities:
Socrates,Piccadilly, Rumania,Twelfth Night or anything you like
to think of, to which you give a proper name,they areall apparently
complex entities. They seem to be complex systems bound
together into some kind of a unity, that sort of a unity that leads
to the bestowal of a single appellation. I think it is the contemplation of this sort of apparentunity which has very largely led to
the philosophy of monism, and to the suggestionthat the universe
as a whole is a single complex entity more or less in the sensein
which thesethinge are that I havebeen talking about.
For my part, I do not believe in complex entities of this kind,
and it is not such things as these that I am going to take as the
prima facie examplesof complex entities. My reasonswill appear
more and more plainly as I go on. I cannotgive them all to-day,
but I can more or lessexplain what I mean in a preliminary way.
Suppose,for example,that you were to analysewhat appearsto be
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a fact about Piccadilly. Supposeyou made any statement about
Piccadilly,such as:'Piccadilly is a pleasantstreet'.If you analyse
a statementof that sort correctly, I believeyou will find that the
fact correspondingto your statementdoesnot containany constituent correspondingto the word'Piccadilly'. The word'Piccadilly'
will form part of many significant propositions,but the facts correspondingto thesepropositionsdo not contain any single constituent, whether simple or complex, corresponding to the word
'Piccadilly'. That is to say, if you take languageas a guide in your
analysisof the fact expressed,you will be led astrayin a statement
of that sort. The reasonsfor that I shall give at length in Lecture
VI, and partly alsoin Lecnfre VII, but I could sayin a preliminary
way certain things that would make you understandwhat I mean.
'Piccadilly', on the faceof it, is the namefor a certain portion of the
earth'ssurface,and I suppose,if you wantedto defineit, you would
have to define it as a seriesof classesof material entities, namely
those which, at varying times, occupy that portion of the earth's
surface.So that you would find that the logicalstatusof Piccadillyis
bound up with the logical status of seriesand classes,and if you
are going to hold Piccadilly as real, you must hold that seriesof
classesare real, and whateversort of metaphysicalstatusyou assign
to them, you must assignto it. As you know, I believe that series
and classesare of the nature of logicalfictions: thereforethat thesis,
if it can be maintained, will dissolve Piccadilly into a fiction.
Exactly similar remarks will apply to other instances: Rumania,
Twelfth Night, and Socrate$.
Socrates,perhaps,raisessomespecial
questions, becausethe question what constitutes a person has
special difficulties in it. But, for the sakeof argument, one might
identify Socrateswith the seriesof his experiences.He would be
really a seriesof classes,becauseone has many experiencessimultaneously.Therefore he comesto be very like Piccadilly.
Considerationsof that sort seem to take us away from such
prima facie complex entities as we started with to others as being
more stubborn and more deserving of analytic attention, namely
facts. I explained last time what I meant by a fact, namely, that
sort of thing that makes a proposition true or false, the sort of
thing which is the casewhen your statementis true and is not the
casewhen your statement is false. Facts are, as I said last time,
plainly something you have to take account of if you are going to
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give a completeaccountof the world. You cannotdo that by merely
enumeratingthe particular things that are in it: you must alsomention the relationsofthese things, and their properties,and so forth,
all of which are facts, so that facts certainly belong to an account
of the objectiveworld, and facts do seemmuch more clearly complex and much more not capableof being explained away than
things like Socratesand Rumania. However you may explain away
the meaning of the word 'Socrates',you will still be left with the
truth that the proposition 'socrates is mortal' expressesa f.act.
You may not know exactly what Socratesmeans, but it is quite
clear that 'Socratesis mortal' doesexpressa fact. There is clearly
somevalid meaning in sayingthat thC fact expressedby'socrates
is mortal' is complex.The things in the world have various properties, and stand in various relations to each other. That they
have these properties and relations arefacts, and the things and
their qualities or relationsare quite clearly in somesenseor other
componentsof the facts that have thosequalities or relations.The
analysisof apparently complex things such as we started with can
be reduced by various means,to the analysisof facts which are
apparently about those things. Therefore it is with the analysisof
facts that one's considerationof the problem of complexity must
begin, not by the analysisof apparently complex things.
The complexity of a fact is evidenced,to begin with, by the
circumstancethat the proposition which assertsa fact consistsof
several words, each of which may occur in other contexts. Of
course,sometimesyou get a proposition expressedby a singleword
but if it is expressedfully it is bound to contain severalwords.
The proposition'Socratesis mortal' may be replacedby'Plato is
mortal'or by'Socrates is human'; in the first casewe alter the
subject, in the secondthe predicate.It is clear that all the propositions in which the word'socrates' occurshavesomethingin common, and again all the propositions in which the word 'mortal,
occurs have somet[ing in corrrrnon,somethingwhich they do not
have in common *ltn1n propositions,but on-iywith those which
are about Socratesor mortality. It is clear, I think, that the facts
correspondingto propositionsin which the word 'socrates' occurs
have something in common correspondingto the common word
'Socrates' which occurs in the propositions, so that you have
that senseof complexity to begin with, that in a fact you can get
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something which it may have in common with other facts, just as
you may have'Socratesis human' and 'Socratesis mortal', both of
them facts, and both having to dowith Socrates,although Socrates
does not constitute the whole of either of these facts. It is quite
clear that in that sensethere is a possibility of cutting up a fact
into component parts, of which one component may be altered
without altering the others, and one component may occur in
certain other facts though not in all other facts. I want to make it
clear,to begin with, that there is a sensein which facts can be analysed. I am not concernedwith all the difficulties of any analysis,
but only with meeting the prima facie objections of philosophers
who think you really cannot analyseat all.
I am trying as far as possibleagainthis time, as I did last time,
to start with perfectly plain truisms. My desireand wish is that the
things I start with should be so obvious that you wonder why I
spend my time stating them. That is what I aim at, becausethe
point of philosophy is to start with something so simple as not to
seem worth stating, and to end with something so paradoxical
that no one will believe it.
One prima facie mark of complexity in propositions is the
fact that they are expressedby severalwords. I come now to another point, which applies primarily to propositions and thence
derivatively to facts. You can understand a proposition when you
understand the words of which it is composedeven though you
never heard the proposition before. That seemsa very humble
property, but'it is a property which marks it as complex and
distinguishesit from words whose meaning is simple. When you
know the vocabulary,grammar, and syntax of a language,you can
understand a proposition in that languageeven though you never
saw it before. In reading a newspaper,for example,you become
aware of a number of statements which are new to you, and they
are intelligible to you imrnediately,in spite of the fact that they are
new, becauseyou understand the words of which they are composed. This characteristic,that you can understand a proposition
through the understanding of its component words, is absent
from the component words when those words expresssomething
simple. Take the word'red', for example,and suppose-as one
always has to do-that 'red' stands for a particular shade of
colour. You will pardon that assumption,but one never can get
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on otherwise. You cannot understand the meaning of the word
'red' except through seeingred things. There is no other way in
which it can be done. It is no useto learn languages,or to look up
dictionaries.None of these things will help you to understandthe
meaningof the word'red'. In that way it is quite different from the
meaning of a proposition. Of course,you cirn give a definition of
the word 'red', and here it is very important to distinguishbetween
a definition and an analysis.All analysisis only possiblein regard
to what is complex, and it always depends,in the last analysis,
upon direct acquaintancewith the objects which are the meanings
of certain simple symbols. It is hardly necessaryto observethat
one doesnot define a thing but a symbol. (A 'simple' symbol is a
symbol whose parts are not symbols.)A simple symbol is quite a
different thing from a simple thing. Those objectswhich it is impossibleto symbolize otherwise than by simple symbols may be
called 'simple', while those which can be symbolized by a combination of symbols may be called 'complex'. This is, of courbe,
a preliminary definition, and perhapssomewhatcircular, but that
doesn't much matter at this stage.
I have said that'red' could not be understoodexcept by seeing
red things. You might object to that on the ground that you can
define red, for example, as 'The colour with the greatest wavelength'. That, you might say, is a definition of 'red' and a person
could understandthat definition even if he had seennothing red,
provided he understood the physical theory of colour. But that
does not really constitute the meaning of the word 'red' in the
very slightest. If you take such a proposition as 'This is red' and
substitutefor it 'This hasthe colour with the greatestwave-length',
you have a different proposition altogether. You can see that at
once, becausea person who knows nothing of the physical theory
of colour can understand the proposition 'This is red', and can
know that it is true, but cannot know that 'This has the colour
which has the greates1wave-length'..Conversely,you might have
a hypothetical person*whocould not seered, but who understood
the physicaltheory of colour and could apprehendthe proposition
'This hasthe colour with the greatestwave-length',but who would
not be able to understandthe proposition 'This is red' as understood by the normal uneducatedperson. Therefore it is clear that
if you define 'red' as 'The colour with the greatestwave-length',
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you are not giving the actual meaning of the word at all; you are
simply giving a true description, which is quite a different thing,
and the propositions which result are different propositions from
those in which the word 'red' occurs. In that sensethe word 'red'
cannot be defined,though in the sensein which a correct description constitutesa definition it can be defined. In the senseof analysis you cannot define 'red'. That is how it is that dictionariesare
able to get on, becausea dictionary professesto define all words in
the language by means of words in the language,and therefore
it is clear that a dictionary must be guilty of a vicious circle somewhere, but it managesit by meansof correct descriptions.
I have made it clear, then, in what senseI should say that the
word'red' is a simplesymboland the phrase'Thisis red' a complex
symbol. The word 'red' can only be understoodthrough acquaintance with the object, whereasthe phrase 'Roses are red' can be
understoodif you know what 'red' is and what 'roses' are, without
ever having heard the phrasebefore. That is a clear mark of what
is complex. It is the mark of a complex symbol, and also the mark
of the object symbolized by the complex symbol. That is to say,
propositions are complex symbols, and the facts they stand for
are complex.
The whole question of the meaning of words is very full of
complexities and ambiguities in ordinary language. When one
person usesa word, he doesnot mean by it the samething as another person means by it. I have often heard it said that that is a
misfortune. That is a mistake. It would be absolutely fatal if
people meant the samethings by their words. It would make all
intercourse impossible, and languagethe most hopelessand useless thing imaginable, becausethe meaning you attach to your
words must dependon the nature of the objectsyou are acquainted
with, and since different people are acquaintedwith different objects, they would not be able to talk to each other unlessthey attached quite different meaningsto their words. We should have to
talk only about logic-a not wholly undesirableresult. Take, for
example, the word 'Piccadilly'. We, who are acquainted with
Piccadilly, attach quite a different meaning to that word from any
which could be attachedto it by a person who had never been in
Londoh: and, supposingthat you travel in foreign parts and expatiate on Piccadilly, you will conveyto your hearersentirely different
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propositionsfrom those in your mind. They will know Piccadilly
as an important street in London; they may know a lot about
it, but they will not know just the things one knows when one is
walking along it. If you were to insist on languagewhich was unambiguous,you would be urrableto tell people at home what you
had seenin foreign parts. It would be altogetherincredibly inconvenient to have an unambiguous language,and therefore mercifully we have not got one.
Analysis is not the same thing as definition. You can define a
term by means of a correct description, but that doesnot constitute an analysis.It is analysis,not definition, that we are concerned
with at the present moment, so I will come back to the question
of analysis.
We may lay down the following provisional definitions:
That the componentsof a proposition are the symbols we
must understandin order to understandthe proposition;
That the componentsof the fact which makes a proposition
true or false,asthe casemay be, are the meaningsof the symbols
which we must understandin order to understandthe proposi'
tion.
That is not absolutelycorrect, but it will enableyou to understand my meaning. One reasonwhy it fails of correctnessis that
it does not apply to words which, like 'or' and 'not', are parts of
propositionswithout correspondingto any part of the corresponding facts. This is a topic for Lecture III.
I call these definitions prekminary becausethey start from the
complexity of the proposition, which they define psychologically,
and proceedto the complexity of the fact, whereasit is quite clear
that in an orderly, proper procedureit is the complexity of the fact
that you wouid start from. It is also clear that the complexity of
the fact cannot be something merely psychological.If in astronomical fact the earth Erovesround the sun, that is genuinely complex. It is not that you think it complex, it is a sort of genuine
objective complexity, and thereforeone ought in a proper, orderly
procedureto start from the complexity of the world and arrive at
the complexity of the proposition. The only reason for going
the other way round is that in all abstract matters symbols are
easier to grasp. I doubt, however, whether complexity, in that
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fundamental objective sensein which one starts from complexity
of a fact, is definableat all. You cannot analysewhat you mean by
complexity in that ynse. You must just apprehendit-at least so
I am inclined to think. There is nothing one could say about it,
bcyond giving criteria such as I havebeengiving. Therefore, when
you cannot get a real proper analysisof a thing, it is generallybest
to talk round it without professingthat you have given an exact
definition.
It might be suggestedthat complexity is essentiallyto do with
symbols, or that it is essentiallypsychological.I do not think it
would be possibleseriouslyto maintain either of theseviews, but
they are the sort of views that will occur to one, the sort of thing
that one would try, to seewhether it would work. I do not think
they will do at all. When we come to the principles of symbolism
which I shall deal with in Lecture VII, I shall try to persuadeyou
that in a logically correct symbolism there will alwaysbe a certain
fundamental identity of structure between a fact and the symbol
for it; and that the complexity of the symbol correspondsvery
closely with the complexity of the facts symbolized by it. Also, as
I said before, it is quite directly evident to inspectionthat the fact,
for example,that two thingp stand in a certain relation to one another---+.g., that this is to the left of that-is itself objectively
complex, and not merely that the apprehensionof it is complex.
The fact that two things stand in a certain relation to each other,
or any statement of that sort, has a complexity all of its own. I
shall therefore in future assumethat there is an objective complexity in the world, and that it is mirrored by the complexity of
propositions.
A moment ago I was speakingabout the great advantagesthat
we derive from the logical imperfections of language,from the
fact that our words are all ambiguous. I proposenow to consider
what sort of languagea logically perfect languagewould be. In a
logically perfect languagethe words in a proposition would correspond one by one with the components of the corresponding
fact, with the exception of such words as 'or', 'not', 'if', 'then',
which have a different function. In a logically perfect language,
there will be one word and no more for every simple object, and
everything that is not simple will be expressedby a combination
of words, by a combination derived, of course,from the words for
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the simple things that enter in, one word for eachsimple component. A languageof that sort will be completelyanalytic, and will
show at a glancethe logical structure of the factsassertedor denied.
The language which is set forth in Principia Mathnnatba is intended to be a languageof thar sort. It is a languagewhich hasonly
syntax and no vocabulary whatsoever.Barring the omission of a
vocabulary I maintain that it is quite a nice language.It aims at
being that sort of a languagethat, if you add a vocabulary,would
be a logically perfect language.Actual languagesare not logically
perfect in this sense,and they cannot possibly be, if they are to
servethe purposesof daily life. A logically perfect language,if it
could be constructed, would not only be intolerably prolix, but,
as regards its vocabulary, would be very largely private to one
speaker. That is to say, all the namesthat it would use would be
private to that speakerand could not enter into the languageof
another speaker. It could not use proper names for Socratesor
Piccadilly or Rumania for the reasonswhich I went into earlier
in the lecture. Altogether you would find that it would be a very
inconvenient languageindeed. That is one reasonwhy logic is so
very backwardasa science,becausethe needsof logic are so extraordinarily different from the needs of daily life. One wants a
languagein both, and unfortunately it is logic that hasto give way,
not daily life. I shall, however, assumethat we have constructed
a logically perfect language,and that we are going on State occasions to use it, and I will now come back to the question which I
intended to start with, namely, the analysisof facts.
The simplest imaginable facts are those which consist in the
possessionof a qudity by some particular thing. Such facts, say,
as 'This is white'. They have to be taken in a very sophisticated
sense.I do not want you to think about the piece of chalk I am
holding, but of what you seewhen you look at the chalk. If one
says,'This is white' it will do for about as simple a fact asyou can
get hold of. The ne;t simplestwould be thosein which you havea
relation between t#o facts, such as: 'This is to the left of that'.
Next you cometo those where you have a triadic relation between
three particulars. (An instancewhich Roycegives is 'l gives B to
C'.) So you get relations which require as their minimum three
terrns, those we call triadic relations; and those which require
four terms, which we cdl tetradic, and so on. There you have a
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fn- that case you can say that all atomic propositions assert
relations of varying orders. Atomic facts contain, besidesthe relation, the terms of the relation----oneterm if it is a monadic relation,
two if it is dyadic, and so on. These ,terms' which come into
atomic facts I define as 'particulars'.
Particulars:terms of relations in atomic facts. Df.

tests of a logical proposition that you need not know anything
whatsoeverabout the real world in order to understandit.
Passing from atomic facts to atomic propositions, the word
expressinga monadic relation or quality is ialled a ,predicate',
and the word expressing a relation of any higher orde, o,ouli
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generally be a verb, sometimes a single verb, sometimes a whole
phrase.At any rate the verb gives the essentialnerve, as it were,
of the relation. The other words that occur in the atomic propositions, the words that are not the predicateor verb, may be cdled
the subjects of the proposition. There will be one subject in a
monadic proposition, two in a dyadic one, and so on. The subjects
in a proposition will be the words expressingthe terms of the relation which is expressedby the proposition.
The only kind of word that is theoretically capableof standing
for a particular is a ?roper name, arrdthe whole matter of proper
names is rather curious.
Proper names: words for particulars. Df.
I have put that down although, as far as common languagegoes,
it is obviously false. It is true that if you try to think how you are
to talk about particulars, you will see that you cannot ever talk
about a particular particular except by means of a proper name.
You cannot use generalwords exceptby way of description. How
are you to express in words an atomic proposition? An atomic
proposition is one which does mention actual particulars, not
merely describethem but actually narne them, and you can only
name them by meansof names.You can seeat once for yourself,
therefore, that every other part of speechexcept propernamesis
obviously quite incapableof standing for a particular. Yet it does
seema little odd if, having made a dot on the blackboard,I call it
'John'. You would be surprised, and yet how are you to know
otherwisewhat it is that I am speakingof. If I say, 'The dot that
is on the right-hand side is white' that is a proposition. If I say
'This is white' that is quite a different proposition. 'This' will do
very well while we are all here and can seeit, but if I wantedto talk
about it to-morrow it would be convenientto havechristenedit and
called it 'John'. There is no other way in which you can mention
it. You cannot really mention dt itseH exceptby meansof a name.
What passfor namesin language,like'socrates', 'Plato', and
so forth, were originally intended to fulfil this function of standing
for particulars, and we do accept,in ordinary daily life, as particulars all sorts of things that really are not so. The namesthat we
commonly use, like'Socrates', are really abbreviationsfor descriptions; not only that, but what they describeare not particulars but
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complicated systems of classesor series. A name, in the narrow
logical senseof a word whosemeaning is a particular, can only be
applied to a particular with which the speakeris acquainted,because you cannot name anything you are not acquainted with.
You remember, when Adam named the beasts,they came before
him one by one, and he becameacquaintedwith them and named
them. We are not acquaintedwith Socrates,and therefore cannot
name him. When we use the word 'socrates', we are really using a
description. Our thought may be rendered by some such phrase
as,'The Master of Plato', or'The philosopherwho drank the hemlock', or'The personwhom logiciansassertto be mortal', but we
certainly do not use the name as a name in the proper senseof the
word.
That makesit very difficult to get any instanceof a name at all
in the proper strict logical senseof the word. The only words one
doesuse as namesin the logical senseare words like ,this' or ,that'.

really a proper name. And in that it has a very odd property for a
proper narne, namely that it seldom means the same thing two

are not interested in particular particulars but only in general
particulars, if I may be allowed such a phrase.
Particulars have this peculiarity, among the sort of objects that
you haveto take accountof in an inventory of the world, that each
of them standsentirely alone ind is completely self-subsistent.It
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has that sort of self-subsistencethat used to belong to substance,
except that it usually only persiststhrough a very short time, so
far as our experiencegoes.That is to say,eachparticular that there
is in the world doesnot in any way logically dependupon any other
particular. Each one might happen to be the whole universe; it
is a merely empirical fact that this is not the case. There is no
reasonwhy you should not havea universeconsistingof one particular and nothing else.That is a peculiarity of particulars. In the
sameway, in order to understanda namefor a particular, the only
thing necessaryis to be acquaintedwith that particular. When you
are acquaintedwith that particular, you have a full, adequate,and
complete understandingof the name, and no further information
is required. No further information as to the facts that are true of
that particular would enableyou to have a fuller understandingof
the meaning of the name.
Discussion
Mr. Carr: You think there are simple factsthat are not complex.
Are complexesdl composedof simples?Are not the simplesthat
go into complexesthemselvescomplex?
Mr. Russell:No facts are simple. As to your secondquestion,
that is, of course,a questionthat might be argued-whether when
a thing is complex it is necessarythat it should in analysishave
constituents that are simple. I think it is perfectly possible to
supposethat complex things are capableof analysisad infinitum,
and that you never reach the simple. I do not think it is true, but
it is a thing that one might argue,certainly. I do myself think that
complexes-I do not like to talk of complexes-are composedof
simples,but I admit that that is a difficult argument, and it might
be that analysiscould go on forever.
Mr. Can: You do not mean that in calling the thing complex,
you have assertedthat there really are simples?
Mr. Russell:No, I do not think that is necessarilyimplied.
Mr. Nnille: I do not feel clear that the proposition 'This is
white' is in any casea simpler proposition than the proposition
'This and that havethe samecolour'.
Mr. Russell;That is one of the things I have not had time for.
It may be the same as the proposition 'This and that have the
samecolour'. It may be that white is definedasthe colour of 'this',
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or rather that the proposition 'This is white' means'This is identical in colour with that', the colour of 'that' being, so to speak,
the definition of white. That may be, but there is no specialreason
to think that it is.
Mr. Natilh: Are t6ere any monadic relations which would be
better examples?
Mr. RussellzI think not. It is perfectly obvious a priori th^t yo:u
can get rid of all monadic relationsby that trick. One of the things
I was going to say if I had had time was that you can get rid of
dyadic and reduce to triadic, and so on. But there is no particular
reasonto supposethat that is the way the world begins, that it
begins with relationsof order z insteadof relations of order r. You
cannot reduce them downward, but you can reduce them upward.
Question:If the proper name of a thing, a 'this', varies from
instant to instant, how is it possibleto make any argument?
Mr. Russell:You carf keep 'this' going for about a minute or
two. I made that dot and talked about it for some little time. I
mean it variesoften. If you argue quickly, you can get somelittle
way before it is finished. I think things last for a finite time, a
matter of some secondsor minutes or whatever it may happen to
be.
Questinn:You do not think that air is acting on that and changing it?
Mr. Russell:It doesnot matter about that if it doesnot alter its
appearanceenough for you to have a different sense-datum.
III.

A TOMIC

AND

MOL E C U LA R

P R OP OS ITION S

I did not quite finish last time the syllabus that I intended for
Lecture II, so I must first do that.
I had been speakingat the end of my last lecture on the subject
of the self-subsistenceof particulars, how each particular has its
being independentlyof any other and does not depend upon anything else for the logical possibility of its existence.I compared
particulars with the old conception of substance,that is to Bay,
they have the quality of self-subsistencethat used to belong to
substance, but not the quality of persistencethrough time. A
particular, as a rule, is apt to last for a very short time indeed, not

